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The Challenge

New transit investments and other public improvement 

projects present a conundrum for existing urban 

neighborhoods and communities.
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The Challenge

Transit accessibility presents a conundrum for urban 

neighborhoods.

On the one hand, a lack of transit can isolate residents 

from economic and social opportunities, particularly in 

low-income areas.

On the other hand, introducing new transit makes a 

neighborhood more desirable to new residents, and 

higher property values can displace existing communities.

















This Social Equity Toolkit offers a

range of measures that help enable 

development while preserving 

communities.

It is a practical guide to implementing the 

best practices in equitable development. 

Responding to the Challenge



Responding to the Challenge

With timely coordination and careful 

planning, cities can ensure that existing 

residents and business owners are not 

priced out of their homes and stores.



Responding to the Challenge

Development of new transit project

“The definition of insanity is doing the same thing over and over 
again, but expecting different results”.   Albert Einstein (perhaps)
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Timeline of Measures to Tackle Displacement



Community Land Trusts

Dedicate land stock to affordable 

housing measures

Who can act: Government, neighborhood, 

or nonprofit



Rent Controls / Stabilization

Who can act: City and State government

Controls rental yields and 

establishes new legal rights for

tenants



Zoning to protect small business, 

heritage, and cultural spaces

Who can act: City government and 

planning agencies

Commercial Zoning Regulations



Just – Cause Eviction Ordinances

Create new legal rights for 

tenants, protect against evictions

Who can act: City and State government



Allocated Arts and Culture Space

Allocate space for community 

cultural expression

Who can act: Government, nonprofits



Homeownership Protection Policies

Protection for homeowners

combined with grants to support 

repairs and rehabilitation

Who can act: City, State, and Federal 

government



Impose charges on new 

development to support 

affordable housing

Who can act: City planning policy

Linkage Fees



Inclusionary Zoning

Allow property incentives for

developers who include 

affordable housing

Who can act: State or city planning policy



Lease-to-Own Programs

Provide assistance to commercial 

tenants who are not in a position 

to purchase the properties

they occupy

Who can act: Local government, Federal 

government, private entities

Lease-to-own programs



Community Benefits Agreements

Seeks agreement between 

government, developer and

community group on proposed

development

Who can act: Individual developments, 

neighborhood groups, or city-wide



Right-to-Stay

Existing residents must be 

provided with living options in 

same location if complex is

being redeveloped

Who can act: Individual developments,

City planning policy



Measures to Tackle Residential Displacement



Measures to Tackle Commercial Displacement



Risks

• Increased cost of living and 

doing business

• Displacement of residents

• Low-income communities 

pushed further from 

opportunities

• Loss of existing ridership base

If we don’t plan for 

equity in transit…



Risks

• Increased cost of living and 

doing business

• Displacement of residents

• Low-income communities 

pushed further from 

opportunities

• Loss of existing ridership base

Opportunities

• Access to jobs and services for 

new and existing residents

• Security of tenure

• More even distribution of 

benefits across populations

• Preservation of businesses and 

community

If we don’t plan for 

equity in transit…

If we do plan for 

equity in transit…



Conclusions

• Recognizing gentrification displacement risks are real in the 

early stages of project development can allow for proponents 

at the regional, city and community level to take action to 

prevent it

• Policies and examples already exist for how this can be 

prevented

• Displacement can be managed and prevented if 

thoughtfulness and intention around this issue are a part of 

project development process




